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anthropological archives.  The editors conclude, "The overwhelming view seems to be to  main­
tain Teocentli essentially as it has been in the past ..... 
Many of  us who read Teocentli are glad that itbas not grown to equal the membership of 
the Society for American Archaeology-it would be a burden to read rather than a pleasure. 
Many who write for it enjoy the stimulus of looking back once .a year and informally summariz­
ing their recent successes (and failures) for communication to a circle of friends and colleagues. 
It is a unique publication, long-lived because it f ills a significant  communication niche. 
AcknowledWlents : Valuable suggestions have been made by Hester Davis,  C. R. McGimsey, 
Ill,  and Nathalie F. S. Woodbury. 
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